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I think that that where music is really at it’s best is when it’s 
helping people to get through those dark moments and 
transform them into positives.
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MICHAEL FRANTI
CREATING GLOBAL SOULSHINE 

W
hether it’s a way to limber up for 
the dance moves later on or to 

reconnect to self, striking a pose to a 
backdrop of live acoustic music from the 
man himself is sure to be a hit.

Michael, an avid yogi, took his first class 
the day after the September 11 attacks 
in 2001. ‘I wanted to see if I could find 
something that would help me to be and 
to take care of my body, not only in the 
busy life of being on tour, but also to be 
able to find ways to connect back to my 
heart and my mind.’

The idea of integrating a yoga class in to 
a music concert came about back in 
2001 when Michael began practicing 
yoga in each city of his tour. ‘Over time 
people would start showing up at our 
shows and practicing yoga with me 
before we would go on stage,’ explains 
Michael. ‘At first there were a couple of 
people and we would do it in a park next 
door to the venue or at the venue itself. 
Then in 2013 we did it at Red Rock in 
Colorado (a big outdoor music event), 
and we had over 1,000 yogis turn up!’

It’s this growing interest from 
concertgoers that prompted Michael to 
add the yoga class segment to the show. 
Taught by well-known yoga teachers, the 
yoga practice is designed for anyone who 
wants to join in, be it first timers or 
experienced yogis. Our own homegrown 
Duncan Peak, founder of Power Living 
Australia Yoga, will lead the class at the 
Byron Bay Bluesfest. ‘I really love his 
teaching and I knew his teacher Baron 
Baptiste, who was also one of the 
teachers we had out with us in the States 

this year – he recommended Duncan’, 
says Michael.

With a music career spanning 25 years, 
Michael admits that while his music has 
changed over the years his passion for 
the greater good of humanity is stronger 
than ever. While his earlier lyrics 
conveyed emotions such as anger and 
frustration in an ‘us and them’ attitude, 
these days he believes that a collective 
approach from all sectors of the 
community will help overcome many of 
the issues the world is facing.

‘I feel that there is a battle that’s taking 
place in the world between cynicism and 
optimism,’ he explains. ‘There are 
moments when all of us, myself included, 
feel like “nah the world is so messed up, 
there’s no point in trying to make it 
better” and that’s when we lose before 
we begin trying.’

‘Then I meet people along my way who 
are just ordinary people doing 
extraordinary things everyday, and 
changing other people’s lives and making 
a difference in the world, and I get 
inspiration from those people – it’s one 
of the things that really shakes my 
cynicism.’ 

Setting up the Do It For The Love 
Foundation with girlfriend Sara Agah, 
Michael is following in the footsteps of 
those very people who inspire him. 
Reaching out to those living with different 
stages of life threatening illnesses, 
children with intense challenges and 
wounded veterans, he describes it as a 
Make A Wish Foundation for music. After 

meeting an ill fan that was in the later 
stages of Lou Gehrig’s disease (ALS), 
Sara and Michael were moved by how 
much the music and the experience 
meant to he and his wife, and decided to 
offer the experience to other families. 
The foundation has been so successful 
that over 200 families have been given 
the opportunity to experience live 
concerts throughout North America since 
its inception in 2013.

‘We have a saying in our household, 
which is kind of a family motto – be your 
best, for the greater good and rock out 
where you are,’ adds Michael. ‘Which 
means, never stop challenging yourself to 
try new things and to grow and to change 
and to always, somewhere along the way, 
find a way to serve that which is greater 
than yourself, and never lose your 16-
year old enthusiasm for life’.

Michael Franti & Spearhead’s Soulshine 
Tour hits Australian shores in April 2015. 
www.bluesfesttouring.com.au 

When musician and philanthropist Michael Franti and his band Spearhead bring 
their Soulshine tour to Australia in early 2015, fans at selected gigs will have the 
chance to find their Zen through an hour-long yoga class before the show. Toni 
Krasicki spoke to the event’s founder, to find out more.
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